


DC-T6
Diagnostic Ultrasound System

Mindray's new ultrasound system DC-T6 brings the 

performance and diversity you need in today's medical 

environment at the palm of your hand. 

New innovative and clinical relevant features paired with 

uncompromised image quality do support your daily 

imaging at a wide range of applications from general 

abdominal scanning, specialized OB/GYN examinations, 

to advanced cardiovascular  diagnostics.  

We have developed the DC-T6 system with you in mind, 

thus we are providing a feature rich and truly ergonomic 

ultrasound system.

Switch 
and Scan



capabilities in a mobile package

The DC-T6 system offers a suite of clinical useful technologies to 

improve your diagnostic confidence at every patient scanned.

Octal Beam Formation: strikes the balance between temporal and scanning 
resolution 

TMiClear : speckle reduction technology improves contrast resolution  of 
lesions without compromising spatial resolution

TMiBeam : enhance border definition using real time spatial compounding 
imaging  

Real time 4D imaging 
TM  iScape view: real time panoramic imaging

IMT: auto calculation of vascular intima-media thickness  

TDI: tissue Doppler imaging with quantitative analysis

Free Xros CM: anatomic M-Mode with curved sample line

Phase shift THI: improve cystic clarity and provide better signal to noise ratio

Advanced

Panoramic imaging of thyroid Surface rendering of 30 week fetal face 

Kidney perfusion, phase shift THI Tissue Velocity Doppler imaging

Carotid artery, spectrum auto calculationTMLiver, iClear  function



The DC-T6 system is at your service whenever you need it. 

During bed site scan or mobile use it will support you 

uninterrupted scanning in battery mode.

Agile assistant at your fingertips

With compact size and light weight, DC-T6 moves with ease, saving 

room space and providing crystal images from one patient to another

The operation panel is designed with your comfort in mind, offering 

easy workflow and excellent tactical response

iPower: intelligent power solution provides, stable power supply and 

up to nearly 2 hours of uninterruptible scanning on battery

Our wide range of broad band, high density transducers 

adapt to different patient conditions and offer you the 

flexibility to cover the applications you look for, now 

and tomorrow.

Adaptive high-quality transducers

Plug and play. Offers you wireless LAN option to connect 

to your local network wherever you are. Transfer images 

or patient data, with ease and convenience.

Seamless data transfer solution 

320G hard disk 

USB ports 

Complete DICOM 3.0 solution 

iRoam: 802.11b/g wireless data transfer solution

Direct Network storage: budget friendly network method 

between DC-T6 and PC 
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